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1. Introduction

Splashtop remote desktop software lets users remotely access and take control of on-site computers from
their own devices. Once connected, they will see the screen of the remote computer on their own device
and be able to use any application or file as if they were sitting in front of it.
Educational institutions enhance distance learning by enabling students and faculty to remote into
Windows and Mac computer labs from any computer or mobile device, including Chromebooks.
Splashtop for Remote Labs offers:
•
•
•
•
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Effective distance learning
Remote into on-campus computers to access desktop software like Adobe and Autodesk apps.
Remote work on computers with specialized hardware to create and edit videos, animations,
models, designs, VFX, graphics in real-time.
Use of personal devices like Chromebooks and iPads to leverage the processing and computing
power of lab computers.

2. Deployment
IT admins can easily deploy and manage remote access to lab computers through a centralized console.
Flexible grouping and access permissions allow admins to give students and instructors access only to the
computers they need. Students can see which computers are in session and which are available to use.
Splashtop’s intuitive, easy-to-use features enable institutions to rapidly set up remote labs.
1. To deploy lab computers, log into my.splashtop.com and click on Management -> Deployment.

2. Create deployment package.

When creating the deployment package, you have the option of specifying various default settings for the
streamer, including computer name, security settings, sound re-direction, auto-launch behavior, etc.
Notes:
•
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If using Single Sign-On (SSO), do not select “Lock streamer settings using Splashtop admin
credentials” - SSO accounts cannot unlock the streamer.

•

“Lock screen when disconnect” locks the user account of the computer, but does not log out. To
enable “force logout after session disconnect”, see additional instructions here.

Read more about customizing the default streamer settings using deployment packages and an overview
of the different streamer settings.
3. Get the deployment package (either link or installer).
Click on the Deploy button.

You will find two options for distributing the deployment package: (1) share a link or (2) download the
streamer installer for sharing via Dropbox, email, etc.
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4. Send either the link or the streamer installer (and the 12-digit code) to your users, for them to set up
their computers.
If you share a link, your users who follow the link will see a web page as follows.
From this web page, they can download the streamer installer and follow the instructions for entering
your 12-digit code.
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5. Users install the streamer and enter the 12-digit code.

Notes:
•
•
•
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Admins can configure the access permissions via my.splashtop.com.
The streamer can be installed silently via command line.
Deployment guides are also available for:

•
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o Group Policy (GPO)
o Jamf Pro
o Microsoft Intune
Deleting a deployment package does not affect already deployed computers - only prevents new
deployments with this code.

3. MacOS Additional Requirements
If deploying to Mac lab computers, note these additional requirements and setup instructions:
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o

Security & Privacy permissions for macOS 10.14 Mojave and macOS 10.15 Catalina.

o

Audio: To enable audio streaming over the remote connection, install the Splashtop
Sound Driver and allow microphone permission for Mojave/Catalina. If any apps on the
Mac computers use 3rd party sound drivers, such as Avid Pro Tools or Adobe Premiere,
some additional configurations may be required.

4. Single Sign-On (SSO)
Splashtop supports logging in https://my.splashtop.com and the Splashtop Business app using the
credential created from your SAML 2.0 identity providers.
If you would like to use Single Sign On (SSO), please first complete two steps:
1. Create a DNS TXT record for all your domains that users will be using. A Splashtop rep will tell
you the host and value to configure.
2. Create an SSO method for your IDP service in the Splashtop web console:
How to apply for a new SSO method?
a. Detailed instructions for certain IDP services, such as AzureAD, OKTA, ADFS, JumpCloud,
OneLogin, can be found here:
Single Sign-On (SSO)
3. (Optional) Set up SCIM provisioning (if you use AzureAD or Okta) to automatically provision and
sync users and groups. This skips the invitation email process.
4. (Optional) Import SSO users by CSV fie if you are unable to use SCIM provisioning.
Once configured, you may want to disable device authentication emails for SSO configured accounts.
This way, users that are associated with your SSO method do not need to click additional email links to
authenticate their devices. Simply, uncheck the Device Authentication checkbox for the SSO method on
your SSO table, under the owner account at Management -> Settings.
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5. Inviting Users
Inviting users by going to Management -> Users -> Invite Users.
While you add new users, you can assign them different roles – Owner, Admin or Member. There is only
one Owner. You can read more in detail about the authority associated with each of these roles. You can
assign them to a user group, which can also be done at a later time. If using Single Sign-On, select an
Authentication method to associate the user(s) to.

In common practices, IT team members and staff who need control over all users and computers can be
Admins. Faculty/Instructors who only need to administer specific user and/or computer groups can be
group-specific Admins. Students and others who will only use granted remote access can be Members.
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6. Grouping users/students and lab computers
With Splashtop you can group your users and computers for easier management and assign access
permissions by user or by user group.
Get started by logging into my.splashtop.com and clicking on Management -> Grouping.
Notes:
•

Each user or computer can only belong to one group.

Group computers for easier management. Your computers will then be organized by groups on your
Splashtop Business app and the web console.
Group users for easier access permission control. You can set access permissions for an entire group of
users. New users added to the group can inherit that group's access permission settings.

Create a group
Create groups by logging into my.splashtop.com and clicking on Grouping.
You can create 3 types of groups:
1. User-only group
2. Computer-only group
3. User and computer group
A user-only group can only consist of users (students and instructors). Grouping users is useful for setting
access permissions for multiple users at a time. It is also useful for automatically applying access
permissions to a new user.
A computer-only group can only consist of computers. Grouping computers helps to organize a large
computer list, for easier navigation. It can also make assigning access permissions easier. You can grant
user access to a whole group of computers.
A user and computer group is a special group that is a shortcut for group-based access control. You can
add both users and computers to this group. By default, all users in this group can access all computers in
this group.
Best/common practices include:
•
•
•
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Grouping users by course or focus/major (ex: Architecture, Animation, Programming 101, etc)
Grouping users by Students, Staff, IT, etc.
Grouping computers by lab or site (ex: Room 101, Computer Lab A, etc)

Add users or computers to the group
From the grouping page, use the gear icon to the right of the group to add users or computers. Multiple
users or computers can be added at a time.
From the computer list page, use the gear icon to the right of each computer to assign that computer to
a group, one computer at a time.
When inviting a user, you can optionally choose a user group. Upon accepting the invitation, the user will
automatically be placed in that group and inherit the group's access permissions.

Edit group
From the grouping page, use the gear icon to the right of the group to edit the group properties. You can
rename the group. You can also change a user-only group or computer-only group to a "user and
computer" group.

Set access permissions
Access permissions are set on the Users page, under Management -> Users.
Notes:
•

Access permissions will grant a user access to computers, regardless of time of day. To only grant
access for a particular timeslot, see the Access Schedule section below.

You can set access permissions for a single user or a group of users. Click on the gear icon to the right of
a user or user group and choose "Access Permission."

You can then select any combination of computers and computer groups to be accessible by that user or
user group.
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7. Access Schedule
With Splashtop, admins can schedule access of individual users or group of users to specific computers or
computer groups.
Notes:
•

Scheduled Access Permissions are granted in addition to existing user/group access permissions
– they do not override them.

Under Management -> Access Schedule section, admins can create schedules and associate the schedules
with specific users and computers or groups of both.
1. Before creating any new schedules, please go to my.splashtop.com -> Management -> Settings
to configure the time zone. Time zone cannot be changed when a schedule is in place.

2. Go to Management -> Scheduled Access. Click on “Create Resource”.
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3. You can enter a resource name and description. The resource is a set of computers, such as a
computer lab. Click "Advanced Settings" to enable support for exclusive access. This setting
prevents a remote user from accessing a computer if there is a user logged into the operating
system. This helps with preventing users from connecting into a computer that is in local use.
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4. On the second page, you can select the computers/computer groups that are associated with the
resource.
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5. You can assign a Group Admin to help manage the resource and schedules. Group admins can
only see resources that they create, or resources that they are assigned to.

6. Continue to "Create Schedule", or later click the Resource name (or Manage Schedule) to assign
Schedules to the resource.
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7. Create the Schedule for the resource by filling in the Name, Starting Date, and Recurrence. Select
user groups or individual users to associate with the schedule. Note: The time drop-down
selection is a 30-minute interval, but you can manually type in a value granular to a minute. You
can also paste a list of users/emails, like from a class roster.

8. Check "Force session disconnect at the end of each Schedule" if you would like sessions to
forcefully disconnect at the end of the timeslot. Note: This does not log out of the remote
computer's user account.
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Click "Advanced Settings" to turn on/off exclusive access, which allows/disallows a remote user from
connecting to a computer with a operating system user logged in.

9.
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To pause / resume a schedule, click on the schedule and then Pause / Resume button. To clone a
booking, click the Clone button.
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8. Additional Features to limit student privileges on remote lab
computers.
Splashtop Remote Labs comes with additional features to prevent certain actions by students on remote
lab computers. These settings apply to members only (such as students) and not admins (such as
instructors) and can be found at https://my.splashtop.com under Management > Settings > Team section.

By disabling the features highlighted in the screenshot above, you can prevent:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Multiple students from connecting to the same computer at the same time.
One student from remoting into multiple computers at the same time.
Students from disconnecting other students’ connections.
Students from rebooting computers and restarting streamers.

9. Logs
Splashtop maintains logs for self auditing. Login to my.splashtop.com, then click on the "Logs" tab/menu.
Team Owners and Admins will see the logs of everyone in the team. Members will only see their own logs.

Logs can show the last 7, 30, or 60 days of logs. If your service includes both unattended and attended
access, you can choose which logs to view.

If you scroll to the bottom of the page to "Export as CSV", you can download up to a year of logs.
Sessions
Session logs include all remote connections.

These logs include names and IP addresses of the 2 devices involved, time, user, and duration of the
connections. It will also display the type of connection; Local or Remote. Local means both devices are on
the same network and talk peer to peer. If there were any file transfers performed during the session, you
can view the name of the file transferred.

File Transfer
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Any in-session or off-session file transfers will be logged under this section.

These logs include the names and IP addresses of the 2 devices involved, time, user, filename, and size. It
will also include whether the transfer was an upload or download. Upload means that the file was
transferred from local to remote and Download means that the file was downloaded from remote to local.
These logs do not include any contents of the files transferred.
Chat Sessions
Off-session chats will be logged in this section. The content of the chat session is not included.
History
These history logs show administrative actions, such as computers added/removed, group settings,
permissions, etc. The logs note the time, account, IP address, and action.
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